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Bath

Finish option brings 
industrial vibe to shower
ACQUABELLA adds style and tex-
ture to the bathroom with its Beton 
finish option for shower bases. An 
ideal pairing of artisan inspiration and 
a trendy urban aurora, Beton captures 
the visual and tactile experience of con-
crete with a luxurious, high-definition 
finish. The Duo Beton base will appeal 
to those who love customization with a 
hidden drain for a minimalist look, or a 
stainless steel grid for a bolder style. It 
ranges from a square 36 by 36 inches 
to a linear 36 by 60 inches.
acquabella.com

Faucet designs offer uniqueness, diversity
CALIFORNIA FAUCETS presents three new bath faucets: the Libretto Single Lever Faucet, D Street 
Bath Collection, and wheel handles for its Descanso Bath Collection. Clean and minimal with a twist, the 
Libretto Single Lever Faucet blends lines and curves. Like its namesake surf town, the D Street Bath 
Collection mixes fun and funky elements with modern spouts and handles. Wheel handles inspired by 
mid-century valves complement Descanso Bath Collection’s industrial vibe.
calfaucets.com

Vanity collections provide 
clean-line tranquility
HARDWARE RESOURCES and its Jefferey 
Alexander Vanity line introduce Katara and Theodora, 
two new vanity collections that combine simple 
elegance with outstanding functionality. The clean 
lines of the collections are ideal for a range of design 
styles from mid-century modern to Zen Garden. Both 
collections also feature select vanities in a new Blue 
Steel finish that brings spa tranquility to any bath. 
The Blue Steel finish incorporates elegant Brushed 
Gold hardware.
hardwareresources.com

Linear drain improves 
water protection
INFINITY DRAIN unveils its new 
FCB Linear Drain Series, which com-
bines both traditional and modern 
methods for double waterproofing 
protection. The new series features a 
stainless-steel flanged channel plus a 
threaded connection to a clamping floor 
drain body. The durable 16-gauge, 304 
stainless pre-pitched channel offers 
seven different grate styles, five fin-
ish options and six different lengths 
from 24 to 60 inches. FCB linear drains 
include decorative grate and channel 
components for easy specification.
infinitydrain.com

Sink combines unusual form, 
exceptional function

KOHLER partners 
with artist Janet 
Echelman to create 
a new member of 
the Artist Editions 
family of sinks: the 
18.02. Echelman 
was inspired by the 

fundamental structure of water in designing the 18.02 
and chose the name to represent the two hydrogen 
electrons and eight oxygen electrons that make up a 
water molecule. With its asymmetrical oval basin, the 
sink has a graceful, slender quality that was achieved 
through the use of the manufacturer’s innovative 
Supramic technology.
kohler.com
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